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World  Music

Drake
decided to
not release
his latest
single,
‘Splash
Brothers’
over
Astroworld
strategy
The recent Astroworld tragedy has
shaken the entire music industry all
over the world. Many artists have
expressed their grief in different
ways. Singer-songwriter Drake has
decided to postpone the release of
his upcoming single featuring
French Montana to pay respect to
the victims of Astroworld. Variety
reports that the track, ‘Splash
Brothers’ was supposed to be a part
of Montana’s fourth studio album,
'They Got Amnesia’, which was to
be released on November 19th. Now
that the release of the track has
been halted, it is more likely to
appear on the deluxe version of the
album. It has also been taken down
from different streaming platforms
like Spotify, Apple Music, and
others.
This is not the �rst time the two
musicians have collaborated. They
have teamed up quite a few times 

before over the years. Some of
their biggest hits are ‘Stay
Schemin’, ‘No shopping’, ‘Pop
That’, and ‘No Stylist’.

 Drake was also part of Travis
Scott’s Astroworld set at the end
as a special guest. He was also
named in many lawsuits after the
festival that caused the death of 10
people and injury to many. The
lawsuit of $750 million has been
�led by the lawyers of 125 victims
at Astroworld festival.

Drake expressed his grief on the
tragedy on social media saying, ‘I'v

e spent the past few days trying to
wrap my head around this
devastating tragedy... My heart is
broken for the families and friends
of those who lost their lives and for
anyone suffering.’

 Scott himself reacted immediately
after the tragedy occurred saying
that he was totally devastated by
the event of the concert. He sent
his prayers to the families of those
who died and got injured during
the Astroworld festival. He further
said that he offers his full support
to the Houston PD that has been
investigating the tragic event. He
has also committed himself to 

working with the Huston community
to support the affected families and
help them heal. He thanked Houston
PD, Fire Department, and NRG Park
for their immediate response and
help. He ended the post by saying,
‘Love You All’.

 
Apart from Drake, French Montana’s
album, ‘They Got Amnesia’ includes
songs featuring famous artists like
Doja Cat, Kodak Black, Ty Dolla $ign,
Lil Durk, Pop Smoke, Rick Ross,
Saweetie, John Legend, Fivio
Foreign, Fabolous, Lil Tjay, Coi
Leray, and many more.
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Upcoming Singer

Composer
Brian Field
produces
political
satire with
'Let's Build
a Wall!'
With Broadway musical-
theater stylings, Brian Field
sends up political extremism
on both sides of the spectrum
with his latest work

Composer Brian Field has penned
an American political satire with his
recent work ‘Let’s Build a Wall!’ for
tenor and chamber ensemble, in a
style that makes a nod to the
tradition of musical theater. 

The piece pokes fun at both sides of
the political landscape in the United
States.  We hear on one hand, the
extreme xenophobia and historical
myopia on the right, and the over-
the-top liberalism and lack of
skepticism on the left. Field shifts
back and forth between narrative
viewpoints, always in a humorous
vein.  The vocals of tenor Zoli
Mujahid, who was a Eurovision
�nalist, are delightful in this setting.

 ‘Let’s Build a Wall!’ was recently
awarded �rst place as well as the
Audience Award from the Royal
Sound Music competition, and a

Platinum Award from the LIT
Talent Awards.

Compositionally, Field has been
in�uenced by post-romanticism,

jazz and—clearly from this piece—
the American musical theater
tradition.

Field has received a host of awards
previously, including the RMN
Classical recording prize; the
Benenti Foundation recording
prize; the Alvarez Chamber
Orchestra Mullord Award; First
Prize, Briar Cliff

Choral Music Competition; and
First Prize, Victor Herbert ASCAP
Young Composers’ Contest.

 Brian Field began his studies of
piano at age eight, and began
composting at age sixteen,
eventually studying composition
at Connecticut College, with
advanced composition degrees at
The Juilliard School and Columbia
University.

Other recent compositions from
Field are ‘A Christmas Carol’, ‘Fire’
and ‘Tres Canciones De Amor’ which
can be found on the Spotify and
Soundcloud platforms.

 

 

To learn more about this fantastic
classical artist you can visit his
website, Facebook as well as
Wikipedia pages.
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Event  Review

This year CMA Awards was star-studded with Katy
Perry, Darius Rucker, Kelsea Ballerini

The 55th Annual Country Music
Association Awards took a greater turn
as the show was not only enriched by
musicians but also athletes, actors, and
activists. The event was held at t the
Bridgestone Arena which is situated in
Nashville, Tennessee. It took place on
November 10, 2021. The Wednesday
night was a treat for the audience with
the amazing lineup of talented stars
including Katy Perry, Darius Rucker, and
Kelsea Ballerini. The show was hosted
by Luke Bryan who previously won
CMA Award for his amazing country
singing. After 18 long years, the show
was handled and hosted by a single
artist.

On the other hand, country star singers
like Darius Rucker, Kelsea Ballerini,
Lady A, Alan Jackson, Florida Georgia
Line, Ingrid Andress, Deana Carter,
Trisha Yearwood, Russell Dickerson,
and many others have presented a
wonderful evening for all.They were
joined by the musicians like Amy Grant,
Lauren Daigle, Elle King along with
activist Faith Fennidy, World Series
champion Freddie Freeman, actor
Zachary Levi, quarterback Kurt Warner
and many others who took the show to
an upper notch. Lionel Richie and Katy
Perry, who is well known as the judges
from ‘American Idol’ have also joined
alongside Luke.

Dule Hill and Saycon Sengbloh from
'The Wonder Years', Susan Sarandon,
and Hayley Orrantia from 'The
Goldbergs' have participated as well.
Previously, CMA announced that there
will be a total of 20 performances that
will keep the night alive and so it did.
Other than the slate of performances,
the slate of winners’ list didn’t fail to
satisfy the audience either.

Here is the winners’ list of 2021
CMA Awards

ENTERTAINER OF THE YEAR

WINNER: Luke Combs
  

SINGLE OF THE YEAR

WINNER: "Starting Over" – Chris
Stapleton,

 
Producers: Dave Cobb, Chris
Stapleton,

 Mix Engineer: Vance Powell

ALBUM OF THE YEAR

WINNER: Starting Over – Chris
Stapleton

Producers: Dave Cobb, Chris
Stapleton

 Mix Engineer: Vance Powell

SONG OF THE YEAR (For
Songwriters)

WINNER: "Starting Over"

Songwriters: Mike Henderson,
Chris Stapleton

FEMALE VOCALIST OF THE
YEAR 

WINNER: Carly Pearce

MALE VOCALIST OF THE YEAR 

WINNER: Chris Stapleton

VOCAL GROUP OF THE YEAR

WINNER: Old Dominion

VOCAL DUO OF THE YEAR 

WINNER: Brothers Osborne

MUSICAL EVENT OF THE YEAR 

WINNER: "Half of My Hometown" –
Kelsea Ballerini (featuring Kenny
Chesney)

Producers: Kelsea Ballerini, Ross
Copperman, Jimmy Robbins

MUSICIAN OF THE YEAR  
 

WINNER: Jenee Fleenor, Fiddle
  

MUSIC VIDEO OF THE YEAR (for
artist and directors)

WINNER: "Half of My Hometown" –
Kelsea Ballerini (featuring Kenny
Chesney)

 
Director: Patrick Tracy

  
NEW ARTIST OF THE YEAR  

 
WINNER: Jimmie Allen

  
The nominations this year were
quite diverse and the effort to push
forward to the talented artists is
evident. The nominations could
create some milestones if Gabby
Barrett won as she was nominated
in both, Female Vocalist of the Year
and New Artist of the Year.

Even if Carly Pearce took a nod,
they would be the �rst female artists
to win the award on the �rst year
they got nominated. Mickey Guyton
is the �rst black woman to the
nominated for an individual award.
Chris Stapleton is the most award-
winning artist this year with
versatile musical talents.

The performances such as ‘If I Was
A Cowboy’ by Miranda Lambert,
‘Beers on Me’ by Dierks Bentle,
Hardy, Breland, ‘Same Boat’ by Zac
Brown Band, Gabby Barrett’s ‘The
Good Ones’, etc mesmerized the
audience even more. 
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Music  Review

The American-based
singer and songwriter Taylor
Swift is an independent and
versatile pop, country,
alternative, rock, and folk
singer. Hence, in her fourth
musical album ‘Red’ she has
composed some catchy and
poignant music for the
audiences. Furthermore, the
lyrics of the songs in this
album are very touchy and
they can be hooked at the
time of �rst listening. The
artist has started her
musical career in the year of
2004 and later she has
composed some ebullient
songs for global music
lovers. The nice background
of the singer has helped her
to compose catchy and bold
songs for her potential and
rising audiences. The
instruments she is likely to
use are guitar, banjo, piano,
ukulele, and ecstatic vocal
effects.
Some of her songs that I like
to recommend you to listen
to her songs ‘State of Grace’,
‘Red’, ‘Treacherous’ and ‘I
Knew You Were Trouble’
from her album ‘Red’. Each
song of her is composed
with a different beat
pattern, musical
progression, and vocal
texture to provide differ ent
�avors to the listeners. The
artist put different �avors
according to the lyrical
meaning of the songs. The
name of the �rst production
house of Taylor Swift was
Big Machine Records and
from there she has
produced some emotionally
rich songs for the
audiences. 

4.5/5
By Daily Music Roll

Taylor Swift is all set to give
you a headbanging
experience through the songs
in her album 'Red'

�  �  �  �  Ē 

Furthermore, the artist has explored country-pop during
her second and the third album release. In these
particular songs, she has used rock and roll �avor with a
soulful touch.  Thus, the singer always brings some
exciting features and color in her every musical project.
Some of her songs also obtain some electro-music effect
for bringing dancing �avor into her songs. This album
has 30 songs by this artist and some of them are featured
with the other artists to make it ebullient for the
listeners. The swift changes and the spontaneous �ow of
music from this artist lead me to listen to this

artist’s song more and more.
The storytelling nature of
the songs in this album
makes her songs stand out
from the contemporary
songs.

In 2018, she joined another
recording studio Republic
Records, and that produced
controversy over the
ownership of her masters.
However, the music
productions from this artist
are always having narrative
viewpoints among the
songs.

I love her energetic vibe and
the positive vibe
introduction through her
every song and that could
change your mood towards
a happy vibe. Moreover, the
singer knows how to
implement the instruments
to make a maximum output
for the listeners.

 The title track of this album
is a worthy one for the
listeners of this artist as she
has composed and written
this song in an eclectic way.
At the beginning of this
song, she has used a ukulele
piece and vocal with a piano
background.

However, after a certain
time, the singer catches an
explosive tone with the
grooves of the electric
guitar and electrifying drum
beats. Moreover, the lyrics
of this song have a liberty
vibe with breaking all of the
mental and physical
barriers. Thus, the heartfelt
writing with an energetic
vocal from this artist is just
a bangin’ feel to the
listeners.
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Upcoming Singer

ZOUL'TIS IS AN ALTERNATIVE HIP-HOP AND
RAP ARTIST COMPOSES A STORYTELLING

SONG 'GET ON'
Featuring some haunting musical progression the alternative hip-
hop and rap artist Zoul’tis has produced a nice meaning song ‘Get
On’ for music lovers.

Alternative hip-hop and rap songs have some intense and twist in
the musical progression as well as in their lyrics. Thus, the creative
and talented alternative hip-hop and rap singer Zoul’tis is here to
compose music that comes directly from her heart.

Hence, she considers her music as staying in a lane with its own.
Thus, the song ‘Get On’ is a production from this artist, which has a
nice �avor and musical construction. After listening to this artist,
some refer to that as dark, sexy, sultry, and devious. However, the
artist thinks each song of her comes from her heart, soul, and from
her real-life experiences.

This particular song has been composed by her after it has
witnessed and gone through by herself. Hence, this particular 

song is about the people who sell themselves at
any cost to get entry into the music industry.
Therefore, through her song, she wants to bring
some awareness to the people and emphasize
staying true at the core of their hearts. It is
necessary to learn everything to achieve
anything in life and learning love for yourself is
the most important and essential thing for any
person. Hence, everyone will love you when you
learn to love yourselves.

  
Regarding the music of ‘Get On’ it can be said
that this song has a late-night vibe and the husky
voice of the artist makes this song more intense.
The usages of the instrumentals with the electro-
effect and a particular beat keep going on
throughout the music. Moreover, the vocal
texture and the musical progression of this
music complement the lyrics of this song. Thus,
the listeners can easily catch the theme of the
song and that is the main success of this artist.
With the combination of melodic and simple
rapping, the artist has shown her stronghold over
the music.The sound of this music has become
�erce and interesting with the jamming of two
vocals at the same time with a different pitch. It
would be nice to listen to further new songs from
this highly creative and talented artist. Moreover,
to know more about her songs you can visit
Spotify, Soundcloud, Music Apple, and her
YouTube channel. Some other songs
of Zoul’tis are that could make you euphonious
‘White Rice’ and ‘Zoul’tis Dead’. Facebook is a
social networking site, from which you can grab
more information about her and know the
background of this artist just visit her of�cial
website.
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Upcoming  Singer

New Jersey-
based rap
artist TRUST
TATE comes
with a
heavy-line
bass hip-hop
song 'Tony
Hawk'
The highly passionate about the
music TRUST TATE composed hip-
hop and rap music ‘Tony Hawk’ so
that he can give happiness to the
listeners through his music.

Highly motivated and inspired by
music TRUST TATE is all about to
launch some breathtaking hip-hop
and rap song and his latest released
song is ‘Tony Hawk’. The artist is
inspired from a very little age due to
his parents. His father was a well-
known breakdance and graf�ti artist
while his mother has introduced
him to eclectic music starting from
Jay Z to John Mayer to Hot Chilli
Peppers. Therefore, with all these
effects from childhood, the artist
has made his musical mind.
Moreover, the artist feels free when
he composes and makes songs.

In the music of ‘Tony Hawk,’ the
artist has used a piece of soulful
music with the echoing of the voice
and that makes it a little bit
different and catchy hip-hop and

rap song.

Moreover, the artist’s melodic
rapping and the repetitive
pronouncing of the title lead the
song with a nice �ow. This song is
produced by Segador and it is
dedicated to the people who grew
up loving skateboarding and know
that to achieve success in life one
has to kick, grind and push. This
underground hip-hop and rap
artist has signed with an
independent recording label and
one of hiscompanions Andrew
Boateng an audio9 maker has
helped him to produce and
compose ecstatic hip-hop and rap
songs.

The artist TRUST TATE is a
potential hip-hop and rap song
star as every day he falls asleep
with the songs playing on his
Jukebox. Moreover, the TV shows,
cartoons, and Animes soundtrack
have always played a nice role in
the musical life of the artist. In his
music career the artist, his 1st hip-
hop album was 2pac: All Eyez On
Me, and his 1st Rock album was
Pearl Jam: Yield. Hence, with many
of these musical journeys, 

the artist was exposed to various
types of music and that is the reason
he has composed such a piece of nice
music.

The most important quality of this
singer is that being an independent
artist he always tries to compose
some different types of music for the
listeners.

Hence, if you follow this artist’s other
songs such as ‘Positive Energy
Freestyle (Prod. By Jspizzy)’, ‘Can't
Feel My Body Ft. Prince The Legend’,
and ‘FaceTime Ft. Just1’ you can
understand the wide variety of this
singer.

Thus, to follow his other songs one
can reach out to Spotify, Music
Apple, Soundcloud, and his YouTube
channel. It would be nice if you
follow him on his of�cial website or
some other social networking sites
such as Twitter, Facebook,
Instagram, and LinkedIn.
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Upcoming Singer

Being emerging hip-hop
and rapper Krazy Attitude
would give you a new
musical experience
through 'No Filter'
The talented music producer, rapper, and
singer Krazy Attitude grooved new hip-hop and rap
song ‘No Filter’ and that could deliver a unique feeling
to the listeners.

The versatile and upcoming rapper Krazy Attitude has produced
bold hip-hop and rap song with the sub-genre horrorcore ‘No
Filter’ for music lovers. From the lyrics to the musical progression,
the artist has put a deep intense �avor within it. With the fast-
paced rapping with the electro-music effect, the artist can provide
you with the crazy mood and feelings. Moreover, through the song,
the artist wants to highlight the dark side of life to his listeners. The
world is �lled with different types of psycho people and they can
harm you at any time and anywhere. 

Hence, the song is to bring awareness to his
audiences.

Moreover, in the music ‘No Filter’ the rapper has
used both melodic and speedy rapping to
express the lyrical meaning of this song. The
background vocal effect with the main rapping
voice has shown the horror impact throughout
this song. Therefore, these effects would appeal
to the listeners more and they will be more
cautious about their life. From these attributes,
it is being clear that Krazy Attitude can lead you
to the crazy with his versatile musical
arrangements.

Moreover, the abrupt changes of the pattern of
the music and vocal texture are the most
spectacular quality of this artist.

 
Therefore, with all of the abrupt effects, the total
production of this song has gone crazy and that
re�ects with the name of the artist. The musical
arrangements within this song refer that the
artist working on his craft regularly to produce
such a type of ecstatic musical production for
the listeners.

Therefore, he always tries to put his own style to
make the product different from other
contemporary music. Therefore, it is expected
that in the near future, this New York-born New
Jersey-based hip-hop and rap artist will compose
more songs that are euphonious for the listeners.

 
If you listen to other songs of this artist, you will
notice that different types of music are being
produced by this artist. Hence, to check out
more songs of this artist one can visit
Soundcloud, Spotify, Music Apple, and his
YouTube channel.

Some other crazy songs from this artist are ‘I’ma
Do My Thang’, ‘Karma’, and ‘Old School’. If you
want to check out the artist’s regular activities
and the further musical projects of this artist,
you can visit on Facebook, Instagram, and
Twitter social networking channels. One can also
communicate with the artist through these social
networking channels.
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Upcoming  Singer

LEADING
WITH THE
STRENGTH
OF MICHAELS
LYRIC
DESIGNED A
NICE POP
SONG FOR
THE MUSIC
ENTHUSIASTS
‘YOU MAKE
ME’
Emerging star Michaels Lyric will
make you feel romantic with his
latest lyrical prowess in the pop
song ‘You Make Me’. The easy
musical �ow makes it catchy.

The talented songwriter and
instrumental music
composer, Michaels Lyric is here to
introduce a nice pop song for the
music listeners. His latest
songwriting skills in ‘You Make
Me’ re�ect the caliber of this
budding star.  In this particular pop
song, the artist has presented
beautiful yet positive words that
can really make you fall in love with
the song. Besides, the electro beat
and the synth effect of this music
have made it ecstatic to the
listeners. Moreover, leading with the
melodic �avor and quickly
recognizable vocals the song has
been uplifted to a new height
despite its normal musical effect.

The lyrics of this song composed
by Michaels Lyric have a love
effect and that establishes
integrity and celebrates the unity
that love can gift you. Therefore,
this song ‘You Make Me’ can bring
in optimism and spreads positive
hope. This up-and-coming artist is
recognized as the writer, designer,
and publisher of the world’s 1st
book series since 1998 using only
speech recognition system. He
receives utmost respect from
worldwide fans for being the only
person who has produced some
instrumental tracks without using
his hands. It should come into
notice that how wonderfully this
rising songwriter has preached
positivity and love in every line.

The electro effect of the song is
catchy and the melody revolves
strikingly as well. Raising the bar of
the song the music composer has
produced the unmistakable sound
quality for the listeners. The artist
has successfully built the block of
the song and that 

decides the melody of the song. It is
much more interesting to listen to
this artist as he has much more to
give to the world through the
composition of this music. His
storytelling capability is no doubt
outstanding as it keeps the listeners
clung to the lyricism till the end.

You can follow his songs on
YouTube, Spotify, and Apple Music.
However, some other compositions
of this exceptional songwriter are
‘Shanchea (Life Bigger Than
Heaven)’, ‘Esu’, and ‘San Francisco
(Avery Lane)’. Thus, it is also
expected that compositions from his
end will lead every listener to a  world
of positivity. His caliber and
unmatchable skills in composing
lyrics as well as producing
instrumentals will keep you inclined
to the tracks. Fans are already waiting
for more from this songwriter which
further proves that his effort of
spreading love and positivity has not
gone in vain. Stay tuned to the
mentioned music streaming
platforms to get more insights of his
future projects!
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Music News

TWICE has released their new MV Teaser 2 'SCIENTIST'
The album ‘Formula of Love: O+T=
<3’ is the third full album from
TWICE and recently they have
released their new MV Teaser 2 of
'SCIENTIST'. 

South Korean-based pop music
band has become famous within a
very short span of time. The band is
consists of nine young and potential
South Korean girls who are
composing some ecstatic
bubblegum pop and EDM songs for
the listeners.

This South Korean pop group has their
production house JYP Entertainment and
that is the reason their new MV Teaser 2
of 'SCIENTIST' has popularized very fast
after publishing it on the public. The full
song will be released on 11th November
Friday at 2 p.m (KST).

After releasing the teaser the listeners
did not delay to react upon it and all of
them have posted positive reactions
towards them.

This band had risen in their domestic

music �eld in 2016 and their single
was ‘Cheer Up’. Thissingle had won
on Gaon Digital Chart and it had
become the best-performing single
of the year. Therefore, from that
time this band has been producing
some nice EDM and pop songs for
their rising audiences. Moreover,
the EP of this band had sold highest
in the year 2016 and their seventh
EP Fancy You had been sold over
3.75 million in 2019.

In December 2020, this group has
successfully sold over 10 million
albums all across South Korea and
Japan. Therefore, the group has
debuted in Japan under the label of
Warner Music Japan on 28th June
2017. These K-pop artists had been
on the highest �rst-week album
sales in Japan with number 2 on
Oricon Albums Chart.From the
teaser of 'SCIENTIST', it seems that
another nice k-pop song is coming
for their fans and followers and for
all those potential listeners of the
pop songs.
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Music  News

Get stained in Red as Taylor
Swift is all set to release her
latest project 'Red (Taylor's

Version)'

Good news for Swifties as the Taylor is
ready to launch her re-recorded album
of 'Red (Taylor’s Version)'. The new
spin to her older works is making the
listeners nostalgic while providing a
refreshing feeling.
The album is scheduled to be released
on 12th November. Previously, ‘Red’
was released in 2012 and captivated
worldwide listeners while hitting the
top chart of pop music.
The ‘Love Story’ songstress has
collaborated with Ed Sheeran, Phoebe
Bridgers, and Chris Stapleton to create 

this new project which she believes
to be gaining control over
discography again.

 Previously, in March of this year,
the artist posted on Instagram
saying, “Artists should own their
own work for so many reasons.”

 She further said, “But the most
screamingly obvious one is that
the artist is the only one who really
knows that body of work.”

 The singer got inspired to rerecord
after her earlier six studio albums
got purchased on 

masters by US executive Scooter
Braun in 2019. The bitterness is still
evident however, it could not stop
the artist’s indomitable spirit to
create more tracks.

In April of this year, Taylor garnered
a lot of attention with the release of
‘Fearless (Taylor’s Version)’. It is a
rerecorded expanded version of the
namesake track ‘Fearless’ which
came out in 2008. It also featured
Keith Urban and Maren Morris,
taking things to the upper notch.
Talking about the latest album, the
artist said that there are “so many
songs you haven’t heard yet.” The
tracklist will be consisting of a total
of 30 hit tracks including a 10-
minute long version of ‘All

Too Well.’
 While shedding light on the subject

matter she said, “Musically and
lyrically, Red resembled a
heartbroken person. It was all over
the place, a fractured mosaic of
feelings that somehow all �t
together in the end.”

There is also an unreleased duet
with Ed Sheeran which generates
more anticipation. In August, the
singer wrote on social media saying,
“I can’t wait to dust off our highest
hopes & relive these memories
together.”

This latest album holds a lot of
potentials as Taylor says, it is “Like
trying on pieces of a new life, I went
into the studio and experimented
with different sounds and
collaborators “.

  Stay tuned and remember the
release date of 12th November as
the artist says, “Can’t wait to
celebrate the 13th with you and our
new/old autumn heartbreak album.”
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Groove with
the Florida
based hip-hop
and rap artist
Prince
Pusha's
swanky song
'TAZMANIA'
Music is in the blood of Prince
Pusha so he decided to dive to
pursue his musical career and
composed a nice melodic hip-hop
and rap song ‘TAZMANIA’ for his
rising fan followers.

The versatile and music-loving
person Prince Pusha is here to give
some message through his rap song.
Hence, he decided to compose a
melodic rap song ‘TAZMANIA’ for
his rising fan followers and
potential listeners. Therefore, the
inspirational and motivational
theme of this song can make you
really mesmerize because of his
ecstatic lyrics on it. Moreover, from
his childhood, he has seen the
separation of his parents and has a
lot of experience of the real and
practical world.

After that, from childhood, music is
his happiness and he determined to
pursue his career on it to make
success. Hence, he has been
inspired by many renowned artists
to design his career in a nice way.
Thus, JCole, Wale, Kendrick Lamar,
Don Toliver, Travis Scott, Curren$y,
WIZ KHALIFA are his inspirations
to make compositions for different
types of music genres.

His music of ‘TAZMANIA’ is a
syncopated rap song from this new
versatile and highly motivated
artist. The fast and slow rapping
and echoing of vocals have made
the song swanky and have high
feelings for the listeners of it.

The more you listen to the song
more you will feel to listen to it as
the song is divided into different
layers. The lyrics and the musical
progression both have helped to
elevate the music in a different
position.

With all the features and musical
arrangements, one can feel
addicted to the music and so he
put his name according to that.
Therefore, the meaning of the
name Prince Pusha is ‘young king
moving audio dope’.

The success, mention about the
life problems and a lot of hate and
jealousy and beef has made the
singer compose such type of
production to make awareness to
the listeners.

This young and potential hip-hop,
rap, and pop artist are aiming now to
bring more versatile songs for
providing a different musical
experience to his potential fan
followers.

It is expected that more numbers of
people would be joining with this
artist due to his passion, versatility,
and inspiring nature through his
music. In his Spotify account, he has
over 33,402 monthly listeners with
one more song beside it, which is
‘Royvl Secrecy’.

In another song, he has utilized his
versatile touch with more pumping
groove, richness, and deliciousness.
The multi-tracked vocal distribution
is soothing to listen to and perform.

It would be bene�cial to the listeners
to get experience new and unique
hip-hop and rap musical journeys.
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Upcoming  Singer

LATEST TRACK ‘THE TRUTH’ BY OBA THE
GREAT IS THE REFLECTION OF HIS COURAGE,

TO BE HONEST WITH HIMSELF
Incorporating his style, and re�ecting his life in music artist Oba
The Great has been giving some of the amazing tracks of the hip-
hop genre.

With a brilliant exhibition of craftsmanship, artist Oba the great
has been giving some of the best performances of this genre. The
hip-hop music, which has grown faster than any other genre, the
artist displaying his expertise seems to be a �gure that the genre
needed for a very long time. With h style of rapping, accompanied
by adequate beats and music, he has produced many tracks that
have won hearts and inspired hundreds of budding New York
hiphop artist to pursue music. His passion and enthusiasm both are
involved in his composition, which further communicates with his
audience through his tracks.

About:
The tracks of the artist, Oba The great symbolize
growth, which has developed out of his tenacity
or perseverance in his life. As per the artist he
has never had an easy life, since childhood he
has faced a lot of hurdles that made him stronger
and rise above the circumstances. All his raps
seem to be the outcome o his struggle that
renders him immense con�dence in his
musicality. Moreover, he mentioned that his
songs are the expression of his lifestyle.

His songs are dedicated and composed for those
who are not afraid of sharing their feelings and
saying the truth. The song, ‘The Truth’, is one of
such instances of this sublime thematic
signi�cance of the artist.

Musical Contribution:
His tracks consist of stylized rhythm in music
that accompanies his powerful rap. His raps are
enchanting. It has a charismatic approach that
easily draws the attention of the listeners to his
rap. All his songs exhibit a proper mixing of
beats with a rap that gives a rhythmic �ow to his
tracks. His songs ‘The King of nothing’, Martial
Law, ‘Gawd Of War’, and ‘No God Can Save You’
are some other examples of his style.

Latest track:
The latest track of the artist, ‘The Truth’, in
which he has collaborated with another rapper
Yeezbaby, is the most powerful performance
given by the artist so far.

The beats, rhythm, rap all elements of hip-hop
put in the perfect measure make the song one of
the best tracks of the genre. The use of poetic
techniques and rhetoric has further enhanced
the track and intensi�ed its thematic
signi�cance. YouTube is now witnessing high
traf�c on its page.

Social media presence:
The song is already liked by thousands of
audiences. For all the updates about his tracks,
one can follow him on Twitter, Instagram,
and Facebook. and subscribe to the YouTube
channel and of�cial website.
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Debut Track
‘Lifer Music
32 Ina Clip’
of the Artist
G GR4DY
Will Compel
You to Play
It
Repetitively
The London hip-hop artist, G
GR4DY has never let his dream
diminish, despite ups and downs in
life. His track ‘Lifer Music 32 Ina
Clip’ is the outcome of his
perseverance.Hip-hop music since
its inception has changed
constantly. Crossing so many stages
of evolution today’s hip-hop music
looks way different than the style it
originated. Keeping the authenticity
and modernity balanced artist G
GR4DY has given a spectacular
performance with the song  ‘Lifer
Music 32 Ina Clip,’. With the song,
the artist has proven that he has
come to hip-hop music only to rule
with his musicality. On YouTube,
the song has been getting massive
responses from the audience. They
liked his style and con�dence
re�ected through his track.
Moreover, his passion and
enthusiasm for music were re�ected
by his expression also.
About:
The artist was born in Peckham,

 South London, England. At a very
early age in his life, he has found a
passion for music. Although he has
been in�uencing people on
Instagram for years by showcasing
his lifestyle, he now comes to hip-
hop music to build his career
around it. The London hip-hop
artist has been locked up for 10
years. However, his passion for
music never diminished. The
 London hip-hop artist is stylish
and con�dent which is re�ected
through his song.

Debut track: 

 The debut track of the artist, 'Lifer
Music 32 in a Clip', is an
exemplifying song of the hip-hop
music industry. It combines the
modernity and originality of hip-
hop music. It has enchanting vocal
and stylized rhythmic beats that
collaboratively have delivered a
perfect hip-hop track. One of the
most noticeable features of his
track is the rap that incorporates
his lifestyle, attitude, energy, and 

con�dence. Moreover, a rapper
becomes impactful when he uses his
rhetoric selectively. In the song, G
GR4Dy has been very brave in his
selection of rhetoric which enhanced
the beauty of the track further. Apart
from this, the use of rhyme, double
entendre, and some other poetic
techniques, used in the track have
given the track a strong foundational
base. These elements further have
given strength to the music. Another
astounding element of his song is the
beats which are intriguing and
rhythmic.

Even, the track has maintained a
minimal musical complexity, so that
the focus is always on the rap, and
the essence of the song is not
underestimated by the audience. The
song has already crossed 100K views
on YouTube. People really liked the
song. If you have not yet, listen to the
song on his of�cial YouTube Channel
and follow him on his
 Facebook and Instagram pages to
know more about him
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Debut Song ‘Lifer Music 32
Ina Clip’ of Hip-Hop Artist
G GR4DY Promises Many
Such Performances from
the Artist
At a very early age of 25 the new age artist G GR4DY has
demonstrated his sheer talent in composing and writing
his debut track ‘Lifer Music 32 Ina Clip’

With a crisp approach and innovative outlook to hip-hop music,
artist G GR4DY from Peckham, South London, has come up with
his latest song, ‘Lifer Music 32 Ina Clip’ to succeed in his endeavor
to become one of the successful Hip-hop artists of this generation.
With a stylized rhythm in his music, and captivating vocals, he has
outperformed many of his contemporaries with his �rst track. On
YouTube, his song has been getting massive responses ever since
its release. His high energy, attitude, and con�dence re�ect in his
song very clearly. Moreover, it is his enthusiasm for this genre of
music that further contributed to 

enhancing the quality o his music.
 The artist has hailed from Peckham, South

London, England. In his adolescence, he has
found his passion for music.

Although he has been in�uencing thousands of
people on Instagram with his lifestyle, his never-
ending endeavor for music has drawn him to it
ultimately. ‘Lifer Music 32 Ina Clip’ is the �rst
song that promises many more from him,yet to
come.

The artist seems to have a unique style that he
tries to put into his music. Moreover, in real life,
he has unwavering con�dence that gives him the
courage to see beyond the known boundaries of
hip-hop music.

  
 The debut track is showing his exemplifying
perfection in song composition. He has used
stylized rhythmic beats that support the whole
track perfectly. The rap, which he has derived
from his life experiences, re�ects his attitude
and con�dence in his ability.

His vocal that properly has suited his rap further
strengthened the quality of his rap. Although it is
his �rst song, his experience and learning are no
way lesser than any of the experienced artists of
his age. The artist G GR4DY seems to be well
learned of poetic techniques and rhetoric. ‘Lifer
Music 32 Ina Clip’ is enriched with poetic
techniques such as double entendre and rhyme.

This is what distinguishes him from other artists
of his age. Therefore, with this track, he proves
that he is enough quali�ed to be called an artist
of this genre. Overall the enchanting vocal,
captivating rap and rhythmic beats have set the
whole vibe o the song.

The song is uploaded on his of�cial YouTube
page. Listen to his song, and you can subscribe
to his channel as the artist seems to promise
more such tracks shortly. Follow him on his
Facebook and Instagram page, as he has an
impressive social media presence.
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RAPPER YOUNG PHARAOH’S RECENT SINGLE,
‘HELLS KITCHEN (XAYNOR)’ PROVOKES YOUR

THOUGHTS AND OFFERS ENTERTAINMENT
Thriving for success, New York-based rap artist Young pharaoh lets
the audience experience a touching melodic story through his
song, ‘Hells Kitchen (Xaynor)’.

Music can take the form of different emotions based on the mood
and creative mind of the artist. Proving the saying right, aspiring
rapper and songwriter Young pharaoh is catering to the different
moods of hip hop lovers around the world with his genre-bending
and multi-themed compositions. He is well-known for blending
sounds and textures from different genres like trap, rock, hip hop,
and more to form a soundscape rich in versatility. His powerful
voice provides the extra push that is needed to make the
compositions much more attractive and addictive to the audience.

Finest work
The multi-talented New York-based rap artist has once again
grabbed the attention of the vast global hip hop community with
his extraordinary creation, ‘Hells Kitchen (Xaynor)’. The track is a
piece of work showcasing the artist’s ability to de�ne different
aspects of life and relationship in a manner comprehensible to all.
The track is the highlight of his popular album, ‘Dealers/Abuser’
that was released recently. The audience will be able to feel his
emotions through every verse of the trap banger presented by his
incredibly soothing rap delivery. Soaking in the full essence of the
lyrical illustration, the creative rapper touches  the hearts of the 

listeners exuding positive vibes.

Recent works
The young and promising artist is �lled with
brilliant potential to become one of the most
iconic rappers of his time. He has been delivering
hard-hitting melodic pieces that are also rich in
eloquent lyricism. some of his most recent works
include ‘Guap’ produced by Kuanta, ‘bag’
featuring blingboy x moneyhil�ger, ‘pain in me (i
n d i g o)’, ‘rocky (Ksubi1k)’, and more. His
legendary mumble rapping in those songs as well
as in ‘Hells Kitchen (Xaynor)’ puts him on the A-
list in the contemporary music scene.

Musical background
The supremely-talented rapper has been
involved with music from his early years. He has
found rap the most expressive genre in the
world. He started voicing his own thoughts and
opinions through eloquent rap verses that are
mostly inspired by his own life
experiences. Young pharaoh is currently working
with the production house SkUxX and under
their guidance, he hopes to �ourish more in his
career. He has worked with many producers and
other rappers creating exceptional songs that
linger in the sir for a long time. Listen to all his
music on Soundcloud, and YouTube. Make sure
to follow him on Instagram for more updates.
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BREAKING ALL THE RECORDS OF US TOP
CHARTS, MEET THE NEW KING OF POP LIL

NAS X
The pop industry is learning new curves with the latest bangers by
Lil Nas X. This talented music artist come rapper is not only
breaking the conventional norms of music along with the
discrimination of queerness and creeping homophobia in the
society. When the artist said, "I guess I'm a lot more con�dent... " it
was enough to convey what he is capable of. Fearing none, this
unwavering pop superstar has set the stage on �re at the 2021 MTV
Video Music Awards with his performance of ‘Montero’. He won the
award for the Video of the Year and his quick speech blew everyone
off. He said, “First, I want to say thank you to the gay agenda; let’s
go, gay agenda!”. The comment really made a huge mass audience
happy to agree with this while some of the homophobic people got
pissed. Both of the reactions were predictable and made the
audience go crazy with his Alexander McQueen look in powder
pink shine along with diamond studs. Even when he appeared in
the Met Gala Red Carpet in a sparkling gold armor suit, the fashion
industry found a new statement to look forward to.Montero Lamar
Hill, better known as Lil Nas X is a versatile singer, rapper, and
songwriter hailing from America. In less than two years, the artist
has reached new heights in the pop music industry with each
successive release. His country rap track ‘Old Town Road’ made a
huge buzz and gained a lot of attention from the listeners. While
taking over the internet with his debut single, the artist has already
openly talked about his orientation and gay agenda. He is not only
making a difference but also setting an example in the industry as
legendary music artists have done in each era. In an interview with
the NPR, the artist said “I spent the entire day writing”.

His honest writing skills and revolutionary
concepts such as giving a lap dance to the lord of
Hell before breaking his neck are truly jaw-
dropping and empowering at some point. He
said, “I really want to be honest with fans,
remind people that I'm a human being” which
depicts the not so celebrity side of Lil Nas X. He
is humble, kind, and capable of inspiring
everyone with his talent and persona. Not only
lyrically, but this beautiful artist is capable of
stirring the inner emotions visually as well. All of
his tracks, whether it’s ‘INDUSTRY BABY’ or
‘THATS WHAT I WANT’. He has collaborated
with many artists such as Miley Cyrus, Jack
Harlow, and many others. He is creating a new
wave of musical revolution where toxic
masculinity stands no chance.

  
This puissant personality is being the new role
model of the LGBTQAI+ community who takes
pride in their orientation and personality. This
humble artist believes music and love have
nothing to do with gender and he is embracing
that feeling with each intriguing track of his. The
public image has gotten even stronger with his
fair amount of contribution to fashion.

He created a storm over the industry with his
cowboy motif Nudie Suit which he wore on the
2019 MTV Video Music Awards and also started
collaborating with Vogue and other fashion
moguls. In the 62nd Annual Grammy Awards, the
artist wore a Versace couture suit which took 700
hours to craft. The artist has even featured as a
model in Rihanna's skincare product Fenty
Beauty.  Lil Nas X is topping the game
everywhere regardless of the industry and
mainstream obstacles. It is evident that the artist
is being the new king of pop and there is no
doubt.
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Artist  Interview

Wawa Paswa’s
Latest EP ‘BEST

FRIEND’ has
Embellished the
Hip-Hop Genre

One of the rising superstars of the Hip-Hop genre, Wawa
Paswa is all set to rule the internet with his latest EP ‘Best
Friend’. The EP is beautifully plotted in a single video,
which tells the whole subject matter of the song very
vividly, and magni�cently. His innate talent in
composing music and understanding of lyricism are
apparent in this EP. Well, we got the opportunity to
interview this artist. So, let's check how it went on:

Q. Hey Wawa Paswa, Congratulations on your latest
release ‘BEST FRIEND’. Not so surprised that your latest
EP video is being loved by thousands of audiences from
all over the world, but there is something magical that
your fans have found in your music; your voice. Tell us
how you manage to sound so magical?

Ans. Thank you so much for the love and support. One of
the things about this project that allowed me to sound so
magical was just the ability to be in my element and do
what I love the most such as vocal exercising, listening to
the instrumental over and over while my team and I write
the lyrics.

Q. The theme of the song is beyond any appreciation.
Tell us what inspired you to come down to such a theme?

Ans. What inspired me to come up with the Best friend
theme was “Dim pa la” meaning (Tell them I’m not here)
which is the fourth track on the EP it was the �rst record I
recorded on the EP and it was supposed to be a single.
The vision my brother Geeda_G the director had for dim
pa la video was 25 minutes long and that’s when I
decided to �ip the project into an EP of four songs for
the audience to have a better understanding of the story.

Q.  How much important is your best friend in your life?

Ans. My best friend is one of the most important person
to me because I care for her and she make me believe in
myself, What I thought was trash she made me see it a
differently. There were times I got frustrated doing the
EP she would tell me to stop, walk it of, eat something
and take a rest go stretch. She’s very supportive, she
supported me from the beginning of the project till now
“Best friend”

Q. Did you ever imagine that your song will be loved by
so many people? How are you feeling right now?

Ans. I am so grateful for the love and support I am
receiving from all of my family, friends and fans. It’s
overwhelming in a great way. I imagined that I would get
compliments for the songs, but the outpour of
everyone’s love and positive feedback is amazing.
Right now I feel like I am on top of the world and the 
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best is yet to come. This is the reason I did what I do. To
allow my sound of music to penetrate the souls of
everyone who took the time to listen and embrace my
creative side.

Q. What had driven you to choose your genre of music?
And who are the artists you are inspired by?

Ans. What’s driven me to choose my genre is comfort
and sounds I truly admire.
The artists who I am inspired by are Sweet Micky, Wyclef
Jean, Jay Z, Beyoncé, Maroon 5, One Republic, Kai, Dr
Dre the list goes on Akon, Dexta Daps.

Q. Lyrics or music which one is the most signi�cant part
of your EP?

Ans. The most signi�cant part of my EP, I’d have to say is
the lyrics. I believe so many people can relate to the
story behind the music. It was truly my pleasure creating
a sound that I knew would draw people in, but the lyrics
in each song is what seals the deal. Everyone can relate
to a time in there life where my lyrics were actually their
reality.

Q. What do you think is a dilemma of an artist like you
while composing a song?

Ans. One of the dilemmas I face as an artist and a
composer is really �nding what sound best suits me and
what genre of music I should tackle �rst. I spend so
much time constantly creating new music, new sounds,
and they are all very unique sounds. So the dilemma I
have is the urge to mesh different genres together. It’s
never been done before so I’m taking my time perfecting
my craft.

Q. What are your views about today’s hip hop industry
and what according to you is it going on now?

Ans. My views about the hip hop industry now is that it’s
not the same as it was when I was growing up. Change is
expected, so it’s ok that part of the industry has evolved,
but I want to bring back true 80s and 90s hip hop and
modernize it.

Q.  Your EP is an excellent blending of reggaeton and
Hp-Hop. How likely is it that you do such mixing?

Ans. As I mentioned before, it’s so tempting for me to

 constantly mesh different genres of music together
because I am able to create a sound that �ts whatever
genre. So it’s very likely that I’ll mix Reggaeton, Afro
music, Zouk, Kompa and hip hop in my upcoming
projects in the future

Q.  After this EP, I believe, there are many budding hip-
hop artists to have been inspired by you. What is your
advice for them?

Ans. My advice to the upcoming artists that I’ve inspired,
�rst off, let me say thank you for the support and the
love. I am truly humbled to be a �gure that people can
look to for inspiration. My advice is to �nd that one thing
that you love, no matter what it is, and believe in
yourself enough to create it into reality. Nothing you
dream of is impossible if you truly believe in yourself.
You can do it and you will do it. So start now and get it
done.

Q. What are your future plans with music and life? And
where do you see yourself in the next few years in your
musical career?

Ans. My future plans with music is to perform
everywhere I can, touring, please my fans. And I’m
looking forward to have my music on a movie
soundtrack.

Q. Any message for your fans that you wish to deliver?

Ans. The message I wish to deliver to my fans
Is stay safe, safety’s �rst and focus on your dreams don’t
give up, it’s not easy but don’t you ever give up ski’s the
limit.
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Artist Fifty Shotz tells an inspirational
story through his track 'SVM Fifty

Shotz - End of Discussion'

has stylized the song further. If you
think that today’s hip-hop world lacks
innovativeness, listen to the song and
experience the authenticity and
uniqueness together.Having a struggling
childhood, the artist Fifty Shotz has
been giving some inspirational hip-hop
tracks. ‘SVM Fifty Shotz - End of
Discussion’ is one of them.

Musically rich and intriguing, and
creatively different and unique is the
style of the songs of the artist Fifty
Shotz has come up with his latest track
‘SVM Fifty Shotz - End of Discussion’.
The track is one of the most detailed 

tracks of hip-hop music.
Incorporating the style and
lifestyle of his song, he  The song
has the capacity to bring the real
spirit of hip-hop music back. Over
years many hip-hop artists have
come and maligned the genre with
their worst creation. Well, it is now
certain that the artist is not one of
them.

 The song serves a perfect mixing of
the beat with lyricism, which has
given the song the badge o a
complete musical pie. Fifty
Shotz as a songwriter seems to
have deep knowledge and
understanding of writing music.

 The use of poetic techniques such
as rhyme, rhythm, and double
entendre has given the song a strong
base upon which the artist became
playful with his creativity. His
creativity is further enhanced by the
proper use of rhetoric.

It worked as glittering element to
his song. His talent was discovered
by Teeroy CEO at Out Cold
Entertainment. Although he was
contacted by so many music
houses, the artist has chosen Out
Cold Entertainment to release his
song.

Another signi�cant aspect of his
song is the music. The beats are
intriguing and palpitating. With low
musical complexity yet detailed use
of instruments, the song ‘SVM Fifty
Shotz - End of Discussion’ has
successfully created a harmony

that makes his rap more rhythmic.
Moreover, it is his voice that
sounded more magical than
anything else. Even his other tracks
‘Cop A Bow’and ‘Errrbody
�ipped’ equally exhibit the brevity
of the artist.

 His rap showcases his childhood
that was full of struggles and
hardships when he was growing up
in Memphis. His debut track was
‘Menace’. He started making music
being inspired by his cousin Pooh
Shiesty. Listen to his track as his
tracks are inspirational for those
who want to achieve success and
become wealthy from no one. All
his songs you can listen to on his
of�cial YouTube channel.

Moreover, he is also available on
some other platforms to interact
with the listeners, such as
Instagram, Twitter, Apple Music,
Facebook, and SoundCloud.
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Talented Female Rapper RedboneNoe’s Hot New Music Video
‘Run it Back’ will make the Audience Mesmerized

The upcoming hip hop star from
New York, RedboneNoe is swiftly
topping the popularity chart with
her brand-new masterpiece music
video, ‘Run it Back’

The genre of hip hop has the power
to inspire the audience with its
penetrative words and powerful
rhythms. Though there is a scarcity
of female artists in the scene, there
has been a surge of talented female
musicians in recent times. Rising
hip hop artist Noelle Dobie, better
known by her stage
name RedboneNoe is proving to be
one of the best female rappers in
the contemporary hip hop scene
with her exceptional melodies. She
has recently dropped a brilliant
single, ‘Run it Back’ on major
streaming platforms, bringing the
allure back to hip hop. The track is
full-on entertainment enhanced by
her dynamic vocal performance and
storytelling ability. The perfect
balance between the hard-hitting
rhythm and fast-paced

rhyming makes the song much more
interesting.

 One of the most exciting things about
the track is its music video. The hot and
sizzling visual presentation with the
singer herself dancing seductively on the
beats of the track captivates the hearts of
the audience.

The empowering lyrics of the track have
the power to �ll you with con�dence and
positivity. The track has a distinctly
soothing effect that comes from its
steady rhythmic structure and addictive
hook. Its acoustic magni�cence creates
an ambiance of pure perfection.

  
 Hailing from Queens, New York, multi-
talented superstar of contemporary hip
hop has stepped into the music scene at
a very young age.

She always had a knack for expressing
herself musically and decided to make a
career out of it later in life. After she
faced a traumatic situation she found
solace in music-making. She is a popular
bartender apart from being

a successful musician. Music is like
a stress reliever to her and the best
way to convey his message to the
world. She has come a long way
gaining vast popularity and
recognition in the current music
scene.

 Working with her very own
production house, RedboneNoe has
established a critically acclaimed
and highly popular soundscape all
by herself. Her most popular
number, ‘Run it Back’ will de�nitely
make you play it on loop becoming
hypnotized. The song has a
motivational power that inspires the
listeners to go beyond their
boundaries and challenge their own
limitations to achieve their dreams
no matter what it is. She has
recently worked as a host in
Washington DC with Floyd
Mayweather. She is going to do an
interview with power 105 very soon.
Follow her on YouTube, Twitter,
and Instagram for more information
on her music.
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Event News

Kelly Clarkson's singers made
her emotional in the dedication

week of the Voice season 21

Episode 17 is named Dedication week
on The Voice. Season 21 has been a
rocking season with brilliant
performances by the contestants.
However, this week all the 13
contestants have dedicated a song to
their loved ones. The evening brought
plenty of emotions.
Even, the coaches John legend, Kelly
Clarkson, Blake Shelton, and Ariana
Grande got involved fully with the
contestants during rehearsal, as the
week possessed great signi�cance for
the creator, performer, and as well as
judges of the show.
 The evening started off with the
performance by Paris Winningham

 who performed a rendition of
Marvin Gaye Marvin Gaye’s
‘What’s Going On', dedicated to his
grandmother. Even, during the
rehearsal coach Blake encouraged
him to execute more power into
his performance.

 The week continued with Wendy
Moten, who sang Ronstadt’s ‘Blue
Bayou’, dedicated to her high
school music teacher. It was a
�awless performance by her. All
the coaches were stunned by her
performance. Ariana could hardly
�nd any word for her performance.
Coach Blake appreciated as
“beyond �nesse”.

‘Humble and Kind’ by Tim, McGraw,
was dedicated by Lana Scott to her
father as the song reminds her of
her father. Although Blake had
some suggestions for some
improvement in her performance,
he did not forget to mention that
Lana had a “pure innocence”, in her
performance.

 Jeremy Rosado dedicated song to
his father the song ‘Because You
Loved Me’, by Celine Dion. His
father is suffering from a severe
heart condition. Before his
performance he mentioned, “He
lives of just artery”. He further
added, “He’s my best friend, and he
is the reason I am here.” When
Jeremy started the slow ballad, it
brought tears to Kelly’s eyes. Ariana
said of his performance, “oozed
love and heart” and commended
him for singing Dion’s song.

  One of Kelly’s girls, Hailey Mila
surprisingly dedicated her song to
Kelly. The 13-year-old sang The
Pretenders’ ‘I’ll Stand By You’,
saying that Kelly has always
supported her throughout her
rehearsal. She is the one who had
believed in her. And Kelly
appreciated her performance with
adjectives like “incredible”, and
“ethereal and angelic” voices. 

 Ariana’s Ryleigh chose to sing
‘Rhiannon’ by Fleetwood Mac to
honor her sister. Ariana said it was
one of her favorite performances.
Jim and Sasha Allen took on a
rendition of Elton John’s ‘Your
Song’ to dedicate Sasha’s late
cousin. Ariana commented that she
was “fearless” about choosing the
song.

 From Team Legend Shadale
dedicated her song to her father.
She sang, 'Life is a Highway' by
Rascal Flatts.  Jershika maple sang
‘God only Knows’ for her 4th- and
5th-grade teachers, who supported
her in managing her dyslexia.
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Artist  Interview

Eminent singer-songwriter Chyna
Nicole's recent composition,

'SUPERNATURAL' blows the minds
of the audience

New York City-based reggae and pop musician Chyna
Nicole is spreading her thematic in�uence across the
globe with her thoughtfully-crafted melodic
compositions. The talented singer-songwriter has
recently released a brand new single, ‘SUPERNATURAL’
on major streaming platforms combining the best
elements from different genres. She used reggae,
dancehall, hip hop, and more in the single giving birth to
an extraordinary symphony. 

The multi-talented musician Chyna Nicole has been
thoughtful enough to take some time out of her busy
schedule and sit with us for an interview. Let’s get
started:

Q. Which name would you like to promote your
work in?

A. Chyna Nicole's new music "SUPERNATURAL"

Q.  Describe the thematic and musical linearity
of your soundscape.

A. A musical student of the Michael Jackson and Janet
Jackson era, Chyna Nicole embraces her American and
Jamaican roots with hints of Reggae on a Progressive
Dancehall track. Melodic, glistening lyrics destined for a
memorable track to inspire.

Q. What are your new releases?

A. Supernatural - released November 18, 2021
Butter�ies - released May 8, 2021

Q. Where do you hail from?

A. New York and Connecticut

Q.  Are you associated with any record label or
production house?

A. Indie label Nico Star Music and Jumpout Production
I am a proud Grammy voting member

Q. How important are live gigs in the career of an
artist?

A. Live gigs are important; but Covid has slowed down the
momentum. Reaching a focused demographic is just as
important.

Q.  What is the responsibility of the audience in
the expansion of music and artists around the
world?

A. Purchase and download songs. Stream. Tell a friend to
tell a friend. Like and share on all fanbase social media.
Create fan pages and videos. Request songs on radio and
popular playlists. It doesn't hurt to request artists for shows
and purchase tickets.

Q. Which old-school and new-school musicians
inspire your work the most?

A. Old School: Michael Jackson, Janet Jackson, Deniece
Williams, Anita Baker
Phyllis Hyman, Babyface, Mary J. Blige, Toni Braxton,
Whitney Houston, Bob Marley, Mariah Carey, Shabba
Ranks, Super Cat, Buju Banton, Nas, Studio One Classics,
Sizzla, old school Hip Hop to name a few. New School:
Rihanna, Beyonce, Drake, Kanye, Katie Perry, Doja Cat,
Summer Walker, Justin Bieber, Afro Beats, Halsey, Neo, just
to name a few

Q. Do you think the music industry will change its
course post-2020?

A. Yes; technology innovation changes which affects music

Q. What are your upcoming plans?

A. Promotion of new single, connect with fans, continue
putting in the world in hopes to positively impact people.
I'm an educator so naturally want to inspire as I'm inspired
daily.
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K-pop
superstar
BTS won
three
awards at
the 2021
American
Music
Awards this
Sunday
The American Music Awards was
quite eventful for the
internationally-famed South Korean
boy band BTS. The band not only
won three awards but gave two
show-stopping performances on
Sunday. It was their �rst time taking
home the top prize. It was also the
�rst time in AMA history that an
Asian music group won the top
award of the ceremony: Artist of the
Year. They left behind artists like
Taylor Swift, The Weeknd, and
Drake who were also nominated for
the award. The band also received
the awards for Favorite Pop Duo or
Group and got the Favorite Pop
Song award for the track,
‘Butter’.BTS has been the most
successful K-pop group in the world
right now. They are also one of the
most popular bands on a global
scale with fans coming from all over
the world. The band’s 2020 

album, ‘Be’ was their �fth album to
top the Billboard 200 music charts.
No other group has even been able
to produce �ve albums to top the
Billboard 200 chart so fast since
The Beatles in the 1960s. The
‘Butter’ hitmakers continue to
break records and make history in
the global music scene.

After receiving the award, BTS
member RM expressed his
excitement by saying, ‘Seven boys
from Korea, united by love for
music, met the love and support
from all the armies all over the
world.’ He further said that the
entire thing is a miracle to them.
They would never take this
opportunity for granted.

 BTS along with Coldplay �red up
the stage at the 2021 AMA with
their performance of ‘The
Universe’.

The performance was presented
right after the band won Favorite
Pop Duo or Group. The track is a
part of Coldplay’s newest album,
‘Music of the Spheres’. The single
comes accompanied by a sci-�
music video, directed by Dave
Meyers. They have also performed
to the track, ‘Butter’ that night.

Megan Thee Stallion was supposed to
perform with them for the song. But
she dropped out of the performance
on Saturday due to some unexpected
personal reasons.

She won Favorite Female Hip Hop
Artist. She won Favorite hip hop
album for, ‘Good News’ and Favorite
Trending Song, a new award this year
for her single, ‘Body’.

The audience at the ceremony loved
both of their performance hitting all
the right notes.
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KNOW EVERY NITTY-GRITTY ABOUT SHEHNAI
AND ITS MUSICAL INFLUENCE

Originated from the Indian Subcontinent, Shehnai has been one of
the most in�uential wind instruments in South Asia as well as other
regions. It is a �ute-like long wind instrument that is widely used in
Indian Classical music as well as other contemporary and folk
music. The deep sound and auspiciousness of the instrument have
made it one of the holiest instruments for which it is being played
in Indian ceremonies such as weddings, worshipping in temples,
and even processions to celebrate. There is a myth that the sound
of Shehnai can bring good fortune.

History
Some say it was invented at a similar time when the European oboe
came into the market. However, it is also said that the instrument
has evolved since the Persian Nay. There are some illustrations and
representations of Nay found in the Egyptian Tomb which dates
back to 3000 BC. In India, Shehnai is associated with the nine
musical instruments played in the Royal Courts. Later, at the
beginning of the 20th century, it gained recognition as a classical
instrument.

Description
Shehnai (or Surnai) is a wooden wind instrument with a North
Indian origin and it was also known as Oboe Hindu. But unlike the
European oboe, Shehnai allows changing the intensity of the pitch
by manipulating the wind pressure through the lip and the
mouthpiece. Though the instrument has some similarities with 

the South Indian Instrument nadaswaram,
Shehnai is more popular in the nation as well as
internationally. The tubular instrument has a
conical shape which has a narrow end with a
mouthpiece and the other side gradually
broadens up to an opening. This aerophone is
made of wood but the opening bell is a nickel-
plated metal to offer a rich and dense tune. On
the body of it, there are a total of nine to six
holes to adjust pitch and scale. These �nger
holes are often closed and open by �ngers while
the player blows wind from the mouthpiece by
�rmly gripping the narrow end with lips. The
double reed oboe has conical peak metal at the
end known as Tudel which is inserted in the body
to create a free �ow of air with proper sealing.
The set is inserted in the hood to create a sealed
chamber of air while the player’s mouth works as
the constant supply of air as a part of the
instrument. It can produce up to two octaves,
one the A below middle C and the other one is up
to above the treble clef (A3 to A5). The coups
create a vibrating tune that doesn’t require any
exaggeration or pressurized blows.

  
Usually, Shehnais come with eight �nger holes
but it can be 6 to 9 holes depending on the
requirements and style of the musicians. To
adjust the sound and intonation, some of the
Shehnai players prefer to close the other holes
with beeswax that is not needed. The musicians
are open to multiple interpretations and make
changes to create new scales and musical notes.

Notable Shehnai Players
Since Shehnai is mostly cultivated and well
incorporated in Indian Classical music, most of
the notable Shehnai players belong to India only.
Here are some of the notable players who did not
only enrich classical music but also inspired the
next generations of musicians to proceed with
the legacy.

  
 
Pandit Anant Lal

 Ustad Bismillah Khan
 Ali Ahmed Hussain Khan

 S. Ballesh
 Lokesh Anand
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Some Interesting facts about Shehnai

Mangal Vadya

‘Mangal Vadya’ means ‘enabling tool’ or the ’fortune tool’. Shehnai is considered to the Mangal Vadya as the tune of
enabling Shehnai is greatly used in religious ceremonies and temples. Even today, Shehnais are still played in the
wedding and cultural ceremonies as the holy tune to embrace togetherness and happiness.

Imitating Human

Usually, through melodic practice, humans get to sing and play with the instrument. Shehnai is one of the rarest
instruments across the world of tongue twice that create similar frequency and imitate the voice human.

Ustad Bismillah Khan

Bharat Ratna winner shehnai player Ustad Bismillah Khan has pioneered and popularized shehnai playing and took it to
the musical heights. He elevated its status up to an international level instead of playing in the wedding ceremonies. He
has also received Padma Vibhushan, Padma Bhushan, and Padma Shree awards for his precious musical contributions.

Part of the Indian Film Industry

With the passage of time, Shehnai is not limited to only classical music but also spread its creative aura through �lm
Industry. Both in The Bollywood and South Indian movies, Shehnai is being widely used by the music composers like
A.R. Rahman, M.S. Viswanathan, Keeravani, Ilaiyaraaja, Amit Trivedi, and many others.

Conclusion

Shehnai has kept its potential intact through all these years with its beautiful tone and rich compositions that enriched
the classical music industry. Even, though the competition is strong, the instrument is gaining its importance again
with contemporary in�uences.
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Creating a
Huge Buzz
among the Hip
Hop Lovers,
Young
Pharaoh
Dropped a
new Album

The hip-hop industry is in a
constant �ux of evolution and some
of the rappers are pioneering it with
their sheer individuality. Young
Pharaoh is one of the greatest
among them who created a new
route in it.

The artist has been releasing
numerous tracks and musical
projects till now and each of them
has satis�ed the music lovers like
the latest project ‘Dealers/Abuser’.
He is setting an example in the
music industry while keeping his
name out there at every corner.

About

This talented rapper is hailing from
the streets of New York, enriching
the local as well as world hip hop
music scene. It is amazing to notice
his consistency at such a young age
while other artists are struggling to
keep up with the creative �ow. His
subject matters are intriguing yet
enjoyable what makes sure listeners
can have a �n dose of the reality
check. He is one talented New York
based rap artist Young

Pharaoh who is being a role model
to the other emerging rappers on
the scene.

Musical Contributions

Throughout his musical
chronology, the rapper has only
impressed the listeners from
time to time with the successful
release. Earlier, he has dropped a
collective project named
‘Members’ which offered listeners
6 amazing singles such as, ‘Zaza’,
‘Jefe’, ‘immaculate’, and so on. He
has worked with R.I.P production
for the project, a long-time
collaborator. This was followed by
another playlist named ‘Beamer
Music’ that shared four exciting
bangers with the listeners. There
are several single releases that
show a little dynamic side of the
artist like, ‘pain in me (i n d i g o)’,
‘Money spread ft Audi 5k (bonus
track)’, ‘WorryBoutYou (prod by.
R.I.P Production)’, etc to name

some. Each of his works contains a
fair amount of emotion and
creativity.

Latest Release

This versatile rapper has recently
dropped an album named
‘Dealers/Abuser’, a musical treat for
everyone.

The playlist consists of a total of
eight tracks and each of them is
capable of engaging the listeners with
deeper impact. Some of the tracks
like, ‘Hells Kitchen (Xaynor)’, ‘bag
(blingboy x moneyhil�ger)’, ‘sanity
(ohyalou)’, ‘Chains on’ etc are the
greatest examples of his eclectic style
and deliverance.

The subject matter in each track is
quite indulgent and ebullient at the
same time. To listen to this amazing
musical collection, follow Young
Pharaoh on SoundCloud and
Instagram.
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Artist SKG is on her track
with her latest song ‘Bad
Azz Bitch’ to shine in the

hip-hop world
With a high-voltage attitude in rap style, the artist SKG has been
absolutely brilliant with all her songs. The hip-hop genre which has
been growing ever since its inception now has got another
legitimate superstar happened to be a girl rapper- SKG. The artist
has stylized rhythm in her rapping that perfectly gets merged with
the beats to produce a chartbuster for the hip-hop genre.
Moreover, the artist exhibits her versatility through the
performances. Her YouTube channel that sees growth in traf�c also
witnesses her growing popularity. It is her passion and enthusiasm
for music that people have resonated with so well.

About:
Helecia Choyce aka SKG is a very talented artist.
She is a singer by profession. With her
consistency in music, she has been entertaining
her fans through her music of utmost perfection.
As a rapper, she can inspire thousands of
budding young artists as well. Her songs have
been a massive success.

However, the last one has got some amazing
responses from the audience. The subject matter
of her songs that combines her stylized
rhythmic, draw the attention of the audience
quite easily.

Musical Contribution:
Each of her songs re�ects her individuality and
uniqueness as a rapper. Her vocal and style
always exhibit how ef�cient and con�dent he is
as a rapper. Her tracks like ‘I’m Tired’, ‘Big
Chains- Big Grill’, ‘Baby Eeh’, and ‘Weed and
Patron’ and the latest track ‘Bad Azz Bitch’ are
some of the tracks that honor the hip-hop genre.
The main elements of the genre, whether beats
or rapping, are predominant in her music. she
has the potential to be one of the best rappers of
our time. Her versatility has already reached her
to a height where people endeavor to be. But, her
songs depict that she has so much musicality to
deliver to her fans.

Latest track:
The latest track of the artist is the best of all her
songs. She has certainly engaged all her
musicality, dedication, and passion into the
music to make it one of the best of the hip-hop
genre. The song is praiseworthy for its many
features. The �rst among them is lyrics. The
lyrics are intriguing and capture the subject
matter of the song quite vividly. The beats that
possess the stylized rhythm make you feel her
lyrics more eloquently.

In a word ‘Bad Azz Bitch’ highlights all the
fundamental features of hip-hop music which
makes the song technically quali�ed as a song of
the genre. Listen to the song and YouTube
channel. And for your queries about her life and
music follow her on her Facebook, Instagram,
and Twitter page.
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RAW VOCAL WITH UPBEAT SONG,
TEEYEN OFFERING A UNIQUE

MUSICALITY IN ‘LEMME BE YOUR SOUND
(LBYS)’ 

With the quick riff of vocal and upbeat
mixing TeeYen a talented pop singer has
delivered the debut pop song ‘Lemme
Be Your Sound (LBYS)’ for music
lovers.

The simple tone and the clarity with the
rawness of the upbeat rhythm
by TeeYen is really a worthwhile task for
a new and rising pop star. Thus, his
original upbeat song ‘Lemme Be Your
Sound (LBYS)’ shows his talent
andknowledge of the music. Most
importantly, the artist has promoted his
original �avor in front of the listeners,
which many artists hide. 

Bringing together the upbeat
rhythmic style and the vocal style
the song has been uplifted to a new
height. The artist has consistently
shown his energy throughout the
music and you would never feel
offbeat and off-track during
listening to this song.

Ultimately, the artist is happy with
this production and he wants to
achieve success by introducing
better music production to his
potential listeners. The different
and variety of upbeat rhythms in
the song ‘Lemme Be Your Sound 

(LBYS)’ would be a very enjoyable
and successful song for music
enthusiasts. The lyrics of the song
have a personal touch and the song
can connect with more numbers of
listeners. 

TeeYen has implemented two to
three layers within the rhythmic
pattern of the music as well as in his
delivery of this music. Hence, the
rawness and genuineness are the
strengths of this artist and in the
near future, songs that are more
genuine can listen to by this artist.
The lyrics are very uplifting and the
originality from this artist helps him
to stand out from contemporary
pop music.Pop songs are one of the
most beautiful music genres due to
see the variety of music and
rhythmic pattern throughout the
songs. Thus, here the artist has
brought a new style of pop song,
which is a little bit different due to
his originality and the husky voice.

Featuring with only the upbeat
rhythm and the vocal has perfectly
expressed the feelings of this artist.
The artist is now perusing his
musical dreams and at a very early
age, this step would be a double
return bene�t to this artist. By
listening to more of this artist, you
can give the world an extraordinary
talent in the �eld of the pop
genre.His sweet and bold vocal
combinations on the romantic
theme song would transport you to
a relaxing and refreshing mood.

Listen to his music on the
Soundcloud platform and can leave
some ecstatic comments for the
artist to boost his morale. However,
if you want to know further details
of his future projects and get in
touch with this artist just visit
his Instagram page.
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Lucian Grainge, the most powerful
person in the music industry
Think of any musical hit track in the industry and the
name of Universal Music Group will pop in mind
instantly. The founder of the main man behind this
global music-producing brand is none other than Sir
Lucian Charles Grainge. He is the chief executive of�cer
and chairman of UMG or Universal Music Group.
Throughout his entire career, Lucian has only worked in
the music industry and established this organization to
help other musicians. For his precious contributions,
years of support, and proli�c success in the music
industry; Billboard Magazine has acknowledged Lucian
Charles Grainge as the most powerful person in the
music business in the decade of 2010. He has been also
named the �rst-ever Executive of the Decade.
Lucian has worked with many famous and established
music artists and bands as Universal Music Group
supports all kinds of musicians regardless of the genre.
The rock stars and musical moguls of the industry such
as Elton John, ABBA, Queen, The Rolling Stones, Sting,
U2, Sam Smith, Eurythmics, Rihanna, Shawn Mendes,
Jay Z, Taylor Swift, and the list keeps continuing. Within
a span of three decades, this organization has not only
pioneered the contemporary music scene in the industry
but also changed the stereotypical music business. The
innovative ideas of Lucian have implemented some
advanced business models which help in the
development of the musical careers of worldwide music
artists.

Life and Career

Lucian was born and brought up in London who
developed a knack for music at a young age. He did not
pursue a career as a musician instead he started
contacting the record label owners for work. After a fair
amount of struggle, trials, and errors; Lucian �nally 

found a job that was offered by Maurice Oberstein,
the chairman of CBS Records. With consecutive musical
works and progress, Lucian became the director of RCA
Music Publishing in 1982. Paving his way even further, he
joined as the A&R director for MCA Records. Later on,
Lucian built his own label PolyGram Music Publishing in
1986. By the end of the ‘90s, he became the managing
director of Polydor.
Universal Music Group was the biggest turning point of his
career as joined the Universal Music Group’s UK division in
his prime time. Soon he was promoted to the chairman
post of Universal Music Group International in 2005. The
success was quickly followed by another promotion as
Lucian became the CEO of Universal Music Group in 2011
as well as the chairman of the organization. UMG started
growing bigger and bigger under the shade of Lucian while
he tried to merge EMI labels like Virgin Records and Capitol
Records within it. He was criticized for taking over other
labels to reign alone. However, Lucian strictly denied that
and made sure it was meant to enhance the growth of the
constantly evolving music industry. Lucian is one of the
most clever business persons who increased the digital
expansion of the organization globally. He took the help of
distribution partners, technology companies, and social
media platforms like Spotify, YouTube, Apple, Spotify,
Tencent, and many others. He occupied a multi-year global
license with the agreement between Spotify and UMG. It
has now become one of the most in�uential platforms and
music companies that worth more than $50 billion (2019).
He successfully pushed UMG into its IPO in 2021.

Honors and Acknowledgement

Throughout his career now, Lucian has received a lot of
awards for his contributions and revolutionary work
regarding the development of the global music industry.
Here is the list of awards and honors he has received till
now, Music Industry Trusts' Award in 2018
Commander of the Order of the British Empire (CBE) in
2010
UK Prime Minister David Cameron called him the British
Business Ambassador in 2012
Humanitarian Award from The Foundation for Ethnic
Understanding in 2013
President's Merit Award ("Icon Award") at Grammy Awards
2014
Spirit of Life Award from the City of Hope in 2015
In 2018m he was inducted into the Songwriters Hall of
Fame by The Weeknd and Ariana’s performance.
Billboard has honored him as the most powerful person in
the music business in 2013, 2015, 2016, and 2019.
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Actress and dancer Nora Fatehi is
shining again with her moves in her

latest item number ‘Kusu Kusu’

On Tuesday, after Norah Fatehi
revealed her next popular Bollywood
item number from the movie satyamev
Jayate 2, ‘Kusu Kusu’, the expectations
about her performance was already
high.
 On 13th November her song was �nally
released and she left the audience
spellbound with her performance.
However, this is not the �rst time the
gorgeous Nora Fatehi made her
audience speechless with her
performance. In her earlier songs ‘O
Saki saki’ and ‘Dilbar’, which played a
vital role in her career, she has made
millions of fans with her belly dance.
 Nora Fatehi looked effortless in her
style of belly dancing. Her expression
was very charming. Her beauty has
drawn the attraction of people. In other
words, her looks with the glittering
embroidered out�t, her 

expressions, and her moves
combine a perfect treat for her
fans. The song re�ects her journey
so far. With each performance,she
is becoming a greater �gure in the
industry.

  
The song has taken the internet by
storm. Music is given by Tanshik
Bagchi, while sung by Zahrah S
Khan and Dev Negi. Talking about
her returning to the franchise Nora
Fatehi says, “‘Satyameva Jayate'
holds an extremely special place in
my life and I am so glad to be a
part of 'Satyameva Jayate 2' as
well. After the success of Dilbar, to
be able to return as Dilruba feels
really great….”

 Director Milap Zaveri also
expressed his happiness for Nora’s
return to the franchise and said, 

“....She has been a lucky charm for
me and her brilliance and talent
have wowed the entire nation, in
fact, the world who are die-hard
fans of her beauty and dance."

Undoubtedly, it is a jaw-dropping
performance by Moroccan beauty.
And it has been able to draw people
to the of�cial YouTube page of T
series also. However, the song is
facing some memes and fun on it as
the song’s title has a hilarious
meaning in the Tamil language. In
Tamil it suggests Fart. Although the
song will be a big hit as a party
anthem, people from Tamilnadu
will not be interested to join such
parties- Comments like this are
coming from the internet.

 Despite getting some funny memes
and jokes, the song has been
cheered and applauded a lot for the
�awless moves of Nora Fatehi. The
Song has already been watched
more than 30 million times on
YouTube. It’s de�nitely another
chartbuster performance given by
her. 
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Shreya Ghoshal reveals the face of her son Devyaan to the fans
for the �rst time

Shreya Ghoshal, one of the top
female singers of India has shared
some of the most precious
moments of her life with her fans.
She is currently going through the
best phase of her life. The
contemporary melody queen of
Bollywood is embracing the beauty
of motherhood with her son
Devyaan who was born earlier this
year. She is spending all her time
with him and enjoying every bit of
it. Though she is quite active on her
social media pages, has been hiding
this aspect of her life from the
media and fans. Whenever she
shared pictures with her son, she
was sure to hide his face in one way
or another.

For the �rst time, she has revealed
the face of her little prince on
public platforms and the fans are
going gaga over it. 

Shreya uploaded some extremely
adorable pictures of Devyaan and her on
her Instagram page. She is
seen holding her son in her arms in all
the photos. The little sweetheart is
enjoying the moment with his mother
and is seen smiling happily in the
pictures. The new mommy captioned the
post by writing, ‘Hi everybody. I am
Devyaan and I turned 6 months today.
Currently, I am busy exploring the world
around me, listening to my favorite
songs, reading books with all kinds of
pictures, laughing out loud at silly jokes,
and having deep conversations with my
mom. She gets me. Thank you all for
sending me your love and blessings.’

As soon as she shared the post, her fans
and netizens �lled her comment section
with comments. While some gave their
blessings to both mother and son, some
could not help but talk about how cute
Devyaan is.

 

When her son was born in May this
year, Shreya Ghoshal wrote a sweet
and heart-warming note
announcing his arrival.

She expressed her joy and
excitement through the message
saying she had never felt such
emotions that she experienced
during the time.

The brilliant singer and the new
mommy thanked her fans for their
countless blessings. She wrote,
‘God has blessed us with a precious
baby boy this afternoon.

It’s an emotion never felt before.
@shiladitya and I along with our
families are absolutely overjoyed.
Thank you for your countless
blessings for our little bundle of
joy.’
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10 most successful Singers
hailed from Nashville, and

embellished the tag: 'Music city
of USA'

Nashville is renowned for its in�uence on the music
world. For years now many artists from all over the world
have been coming to the city to record albums in many
of the studios of Nashville. Many artists, who have and
still are ruling the music world, have emerged from this
city. The city has also got the nickname of ‘Music city of
USA’.
Here is the list of 10 most famous singers from Nashville-

Taylor Swift

The famous singer was born in West Reading,
Pennsylvania but moved to Nashville, Tennessee. She
made her debut in the music world in 2004. She worked
in a musical theatre at the age of nine, learned to play
guitar at twelve, and wrote her �rst song at 14. With her
prowess in music, she has rede�ned alternative rock and
folk music. In 2006 her �rst album was released.
However, she became popular in 2008 with the album
called ‘Fearless’. To date, she has sold more than 200
albums. It is her brilliance in music that brought her 10
Grammy Awards, 30 Guinness World record, and 32
American music awards. Some of the best hits are
–‘Shake It Off’, ‘I Knew You Were Trouble’, ‘Bad Blood’,
and others.

Miley Cyrus

Miley Cyrus was born in Franklin, Tennessee on 23rd
November 2017. She is a singer, songwriter, and
composer. She has bought a house in 2017.
She captures a variety of genres, like, hip-hop, pop, rock,
and country-pop. She is popular for her distinctive voice
and a cool and free lifestyle. 

Apart from music she has been a part of shows like Hann ah
Montana(The Movie) and The Voice. She has got MTV
Movie Awards as the Best Song in a movie for her single
‘the climb’ and the MTV best video music award for her
single ‘Wrecking ball’ in 2014. Her famous tracks include,
‘Wrecking Ball’, ‘Nothing Breaks Like A Heart’, ‘Party In The
USA’

Kesha

Kesha was born in Los Angeles in 1987 but moved to
Nashville in 1991. Her mother Patricia Rose is also a former
singer. Kasha co-wrote her �rst song with her mother at the
age of 16 alongside her mother. She came to notice when
she appeared in "Right Round". It is also heard that Kesha
has sold more than 100 million copies. She is a singer,
songwriter, and rapper. Kesha has won two ASCAP Pop
music awards and was nominated twice in Grammy Awards
and won MTV Europe Music Awards. His some of the best
hits ‘TIK TOK’, ‘TIMBER’, ‘Praying’, and ‘RIGHT ROUND’

Kings of Leon

Kings of Leon is an American rock band, formed in
Nashville in the year 1999. There are four members in the
band Jared Followill, Caleb Followill, Nathan Followill,
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and Mathew Followill. The music group has won four
Grammy awards. Moreover, they have won two Sweden
Gaffa Awards in 2010 for the best foreign band and the
best foreign album. Even a documentary was made upon
them, named, ‘Talihina Sky’.

Hank Williams III

Shelton Hank Williams, also known as Hank Williams III
was born on 12th December 1972 in Nashville. He is a
singer and musician. Although he calls his music genre
‘hillbilly’, he sings mainly country rock, alternative rock,
and heavy metal. He is the grandson of Hank Williams
who is considered to be one of the best songwriters of
the 20th century.

Amy Grant

Mark Humphrey/Associated Press Amy Grant, although
was born in Augusta in 1990, her family shifted to
Nashville in 1967. She is a singer, songwriter, and
musician. Her music captures contemporary Christian
music to pop music. She is known as the “Queen of
Christian pop” worldwide. She has sold moiré than 30
million copies around the world. In her name, there are 6
Grammy Awards, 22 Gospel Music Association Dove
awards. In 1996 she also won the Academy of
Achievement Golden Plate Award.

Kelly Clarkson

Kelly Clarkson was born in Texas but shifted to

Nashville in 2013. The genre she belongs to is pop, pop-
rock, and R&B. She was the winner of the inaugural season
of American Idol 2022.Her single set a record of getting the
fastest jump to No.1 on the Billboard and best selling single
of 2002. Kelly so far has sold more than 25 million albums
and 45 million records worldwide.

Sheryl Crow

Sheryl Suzzane Crow although was born in Kennett
Missouri in 1962 but moved to Nashville in the early 2000s
with her family. She sings mainly jazz, country-pop, and
rock. She has won awards like three American Music
Awards and nine Grammy awards. She has given some of
the biggest hits ‘IF IT MAKES YOU HAPPY’, ‘MY FAVORITE
MISTAKE’, ‘WHAT I CAN DO FOR YOU’.

Billy Ray Cyrus

Born on august 25 in 1961, Billy Ray Cyrus moved in 1980s
Nashville from Flatwoods, Kentucky. Billy is a singer,
songwriter, and actor. His single ‘Achy Breaky Heart’ has
bagged him the Country Music Association Awards as a
single of the year.

Dolly Paton

Last in the list but not least, Dolly had moved to Nashville
in 1962.She now owns a theme park which is called
Dollywood. She has bagged has won 10 Grammy Awards, 3
American Music Awards, and many such reputed awards.
Her biggest hits are ‘Coat of Many Colors', ‘Here You Come
Again’, And ‘Jolene I Will Always Love You’
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Lady Gaga teamed up with
the iconic Tony Bennett for
her magical new music
video, ‘Night And
Day’ featuring incredible
vocal and rhythmic
presentation.

Lady Gaga has released
the music video of her
single, ‘Night And Day’ on
October 29th. The track is
from her latest
collaboration album, ‘Love
for Sale’ with Tony Bennett.

The dynamic duo has taken
over the studio with their
excellent duet that puts a
smile on the face of the
listeners. In the music
video, the artists take the
audience through the
recording process of the
track. The song is written by
the iconic Broadway
songwriter Cole Porte and it
was a part of the 1932
musical ‘Gay Divorce’.

The marvelous melodic �ow
of the song offers the
audience a once-in-a-
lifetime experience.
In the recording process,
both the legendary artists
are accompanied by a full
jazz band that magni�es the
true brilliance of the song.
Gaga has decided to bring
easygoing and melodious
songs that bring all the
generations together under
a single roof.

In the video, the pop star is
seen giving Bennett notes
on his lyrics. Their
mesmerizingly melodious
verses collide in perfect
harmony forming a
captivating sympho

4.8/5
By Daily Music Roll

LADY GAGA AND TONY
BENNETT UPLIFT YOUR
SPIRIT WITH THE NEW

MUSIC VIDEO, 'NIGHT AND
DAY'S EPIC RESONANCE

�  �  �  �  Ē 

ny of pure perfection. She gives him a hug and keeps
staring at him with so much love and admiration in her
eyes that it will melt the hearts of the viewers.

  
Tony Bennett, now 95 had been diagnosed with
Alzheimer’s disease in 2017 and this new project of Lady
Gaga was his last work.

He announced his retirement from live performances in
August this year. With this album his decade-long 

career ends and thankfully
on a sweeter note. The close
bond that both the artists
share can be felt through
the arrangement of the song
and the visuals of the music
video.

It makes the song much
more vibrant and optimistic
to the audience. The sweet
tune of the track offers the
audience a much-needed
escape from their mundane
reality and takes them to a
dreamland of positive vibes.

The nostalgic resonance of
the song, ‘Night And Day’
has become quite popular
among the contemporary
audience. The acoustic
magni�cence blended with
the heart-warming visual
presentation offers the
audience a complete
package of perfection.

The track along with the
album has proved that jazz
music is still very much
relevant to the current
music industry.

The artists will be a part of
three highly anticipated
upcoming TV specials
scheduled to be aired on
MTV, CBS, Paramount+.
The album reached number
8 on the Billboard200 and 6
on the UK singles chart. The
track is streamed globally
on major streaming
platforms.
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AMERICAN SINGER LAMONT JACKSON'S
LATEST MUSIC VIDEO, 'CANCER YOU'RE NO

FRIEND OF MINE' WILL MAKE YOU
EMOTIONAL

Kansas-based singer-songwriter Lamont Jackson pours his hearts
out to the listeners with his highly relatable and touching
single, ‘Cancer You're No Friend of Mine’.

Music knows no boundaries; it reaches the deepest and darkest
corners of earth �lling it with light. Inspired by the positive impact
of music, born-creative artist Lamont Jackson has decided to
convey his thoughts and emotions through his original and honest
musical compositions.

He has recently dropped an extremely emotional and heart-rending
melodic piece, ‘Cancer You're No Friend of Mine’ dedicated to his
friends who fought the terrible disease. He has lost many friends to
cancer, which pains him tremendously. He wrote the song to honor
them and also the ones who came back victorious defeating the
disease. The pang of real genuine emotion can be felt through his
brilliant vocal presentation.

Hailing from Topeka, Kansas, the gifted individual is a police 

of�cer by profession. He has been interested in
music from a very young age. He has been
praised for his musical talents, which inspired
him to continue singing and songwriting. Music
had always made him smile and he wanted to
spread unconditional joy to the people around
him as well.

Whether it was karaoke with friends, an amateur
night at the Apollo, or basement jams during the
pandemic, he was always charged up with
excitement and exuberance to offer people
escape from their reality even it was for a
moment. He was chosen to perform alongside
Kelly Clarkson as his police car karaoke went
viral. He received exceptional responses from
the live audience on the show.

  
He aims to entertain his audience at the same
time touch their hearts with his thought-
provoking lyrical ballads. The magnitudes of the
lyrics he uses in his songs create a permanent
impact on the minds of the listeners. His music is
equipped with all the best rhythmic elements
from different genres, forming a soothing
versatile symphony. He is determined to form a
powerful connection with his fans through the
sublime creations released on major streaming
platforms.

 
The multi-talented veteran musician sings to
make himself and others happy. His latest music
video, ‘Cancer You're No Friend of Mine’ is a
heartwarming number rich in creative rhythmic
arrangements and chord structures. The glorious
melodic backdrop offers perfect support for the
blissful and optimistic vocal performance-
enhancing the true beauty of his storytelling.

He has used his personal experiences to create
the emotional lyrical illustration of the track.
Lamont Jackson is bound to make great progress
in his career if he stays on the current path of
transforming his feelings into music. Follow him
on YouTube, Spotify, Facebook, Twitter, and
Instagram for more updates.
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The growth of Spotify: From the
beginning to reaching billions in worth

Spotify is the leading digital music streaming platform
today. Its current value is more than $23 billion. Spotify
is currently used by 61 countries in the world. It has a
user base of 159 million with a collection of 35 million
tracks. Founded in 2008, the Swedish company has
grown tremendously over the years.

Let’s �nd out how the company has become the biggest
streaming platform in the world so quickly:

Spotify was founded by IT engineer Daniel Ek and
entrepreneur Martin Lorentzon as a small start-up in
Stockholm, Sweden. They were very much concerned
with the never-ending piracy issue in the music industry
at that time. So they developed the platform in 2006 that
could be the answer to that problem.
The Spotify that we know today was launched 2 years
later. Initially, the platform offered free music streaming
services with advertisements. Their objective was to
convert the free users to the £10 a month ad-free
subscription.
Before the concept of streaming services came, most
people used �le-sharing sites like LimeWire, Napster,
and The Pirate Bay to download music. These services
have always been controversial as they discouraged users
to buy music. The music industry experienced losses of
millions of dollars each year as their sales dropped
tremendously.
Daniel Ek said in 2010 that he realized people can never
legislate away from piracy. He thought that the only way
to remove the problem was to create an alternative
service that was way better than piracy and pro�table for
the music industry at the same time.

He even had a hunch that his streaming service would
�ourish and be worth tens of millions in the future.

The competitions

The primary Apple Music stepped into the scene in 2015. It
even made exquisite deals with the biggest artists like
Taylor Swift, Drake, and Frank Ocean to stream their music
�rst on the platform. And iTunes store had allowed the
users to download an album or song by paying for that
particular item.
Apple Music brought the concept of monthly subscriptions
�rst. It offered unlimited access to the vast library of music
to the users with their monthly subscription.
Soon SoundCloud also joined the bandwagon and
introduced a new monthly subscription pack called
SoundCloud Go in 2016 to counter Spotify. SoundCloud
started as a platform for new and unsigned musicians to a
paid music streaming platform. But the platform has only
half of the top label music that is found on Spotify. Also
the sound clarity and quality are way better on Spotify in
comparison.

Controversies

Spotify has gained tremendous success in the music
industry but had experienced its fair share of controversies
over the years.
Most of the music on Spotify is either from major labels or
independent artists. It pays the artists, songwriters, and
record labels royalties for their streaming music.
Taylor Swift was one of the �rst musicians who spoke
against Spotify in that matter to the public. She called out
the platform on how much they pay the artists and called
the entire platform an ‘experiment’.
She said that she was not willing to contribute her entire
life’s work to an experiment. She claimed that she did not
feel the musicians, writers, producers, and creators were
compensated fairly for their music.
Spotify later said that they hoped Taylor Swift would
change her mind and join them to establish a new music
economy ideal for everyone.
Jay Z also said similar things about the platform and
launched his own subscription-based music streaming
service Tidal in 2016. 

The Future

Spotify is bringing many changes to its services as time
progresses. Like Apple Music, it is also more interested in
putting live events. Spotify is set to face more completion
in the future with Apple, Amazon, and Google developing
their own streaming services. It is still the most popular
streaming platform across the world.
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